
Inside
VIENNA

GO LOCAL WITH THE 
MOTTO-CREW

Naturally, we think our hood is the finest of the city. 
But admittedly, Vienna has a few more tricks up its sleeve 
than just the 6th and 7th district. Therefore, here comes 

the MOTTO crew’s secret recommendations for urban 
adventures in the most beautiful city in the world – 

curated exclusively for you. 



FOOD 
THE TERM RESTAURANT ORIGINATES FROM THE 
FRENCH AND MEANS “TO STRENGTHEN”.  WELL 

THEN – ENJOY, FEAST,  AND DINE TO YOUR 
HEART’S CONTENT!

CHEZ BERNARD
inside the hotel, 7th floor 

The 7th foodie heaven on the 7th floor of our house. 
Just hop on the elevator and go all the way to the top

 for the culinary wow-factor – with a view. In summer with 
a rooftop restaurant and bar.

Instagram: chezbernardvienna
chezbernard.at

MOTTO AM FLUSS  
Franz-Josefs-Kai 2, 1010 Vienna 

From breakfast to dinner in a boat ambience on the Danube 
Canal. Our sister business Motto am Fluss has been a glittering 

landmark in Vienna’s restaurant scene for ages. 
Instagram: mottoamfluss

mottoamfluss.at

MOTTO BROT 
Our in-house bakery and patisserie. 
Large selection of french-viennese 

delicacies leaves nothing to be desired.
Instagram: mottobrot 

mottobrot.at

OUR MOTTO 
RESTAURANTS

https://www.chezbernard.at/en
https://www.instagram.com/chezbernardvienna/
http://chezbernard.at 
https://www.mottoamfluss.at/
https://www.instagram.com/mottoamfluss/
http://mottoamfluss.at
https://www.mottobrot.at/
https://www.instagram.com/mottobrot/
http://mottobrot.at


BREAKFAST

ADLERHOF – CAFÉ, BISTRO & BAR
Burggasse 51/6, 1070 Vienna

A charming restaurant with historical flair. Classic dishes 
and cakes in a welcoming, nostalgic restaurant in a 

magnificent historic building.
Instagram: adlerhof_wien

CAFÉ DRECHLSER
Linke Wienzeile 22, 1060 Vienna

One of our favourite breakfast and brunch spots in the area. 
No matter if you prefer savoury or sweet options, everyone 

will leave with a big smile and full belly.
Instagram: drechsler_wienzeile

CAFE HILDEBRANDT
Laudongasse 15-19, 1080 Vienna

A classy place for light meals and cakes in an elegant building 
with breakfast, small dishes, coffee and sweets.

Instagram: hildebrandt.cafe

CAFÉ RITTER
Mariahilferstrasse 73, 1060 Vienna

Directly opposite the hotel entrance this typical viennese 
café will welcome you with traditional cakes and 

dishes from breakfast to dinner.
caferitter.at

AUSTRIAN KITCHEN

URBANEK AM NASCHMARKT 
Naschmarkt 46, 1060 Vienna 

A visit to the Naschmarkt would not be complete without a stop at 
Urbanek. A 14 m2 delicatessen for the Viennese community.

Facebook

STEMAN
Otto Bauer Gasse 7, 1060 Vienna 

Traditional Viennese Beisl with authentic austrian
 food and great Schnitzel.

steman.at

https://www.instagram.com/adlerhof_wien/
https://www.instagram.com/drechsler_wienzeile/
https://www.instagram.com/hildebrandt.cafe/
http://caferitter.at
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Urbanek%20am%20Naschmarkt/152316844829388/
https://www.steman.at/


GLACIS BEISL 
Breite Gasse 4, 1070 Vienna 

Tradition meets the spirit of modernity with a beautiful garden.
Instagram: glacis_beisl

CAFÉ KANDL
Kandlgasse 12, 1070 Vienna 

Seasonal dishes meet amazing natural wines or
 cocktail creations. Definitely one of Vienna’s finest gems.

Instagram: cafekandl

GASTHAUS GRÜNAUER
Hermanngasse 32, 1070 Vienna

Their philosophy is very simple: The Grünauer serves 
only exquisite drinks and freshly prepared dishes with 

high-quality ingredients from the region.
gasthaus-gruenauer.com

ZUM ALTEN FASSL
Ziegelofengasse 37, 1050 Vienna

Old Viennese restaurant with style and flair. Seasonal 
changing specials and amazing Schnitzel. During summer
time a cosy, traditional “Schanigarten” is waiting for you.

zum-alten-fassl.at

INTERNATIONAL

ALL REIS
Ballgasse 6, 1010 Vienna

Our favourite thai street food restaurant with cozy 
atmosphere. Highly recommended for spice lovers.

Instagram: allreis.bkkstreetfood

CAFE ANSARI 
Praterstraße 15, 1020 Vienna 

“Café Ansari” offers a mouth-watering combination 
of mediterranean, georgian, and international cuisine.

Instagram: cafeansari

DISCO VOLANTE 
Gumpendorferstraße 98, 1060 Vienna 

Pizza Napoletana from a large disco ball oven.
Instagram: pizzeria_disco_volante

https://www.instagram.com/glacis_beisl/
https://www.instagram.com/cafekandl
http://www.gasthaus-gruenauer.com/
https://www.zum-alten-fassl.at/
https://www.instagram.com/allreis.bkkstreetfood
https://www.instagram.com/cafeansari
https://www.instagram.com/pizzeria_disco_volante


DOOR NO. 8
Neubaugasse 8, 1070 Vienna

Meat lovers beware - one of the best steakhouses in the
immediate neighborhood. Modern and cozy ambience paired with 

excellent food – their motto is “Our secret incredient is love”.
Instagram: door8_steakhouse

IL MARE 
Zieglergasse 15, 1070 Vienna 

Established in 1975, the restaurant Il Mare is well known and 
loved not only in Vienna, but also throughout Austria and 

on an international level.
Instagram: ilmareristorante

JOLA
Salzgries 15, 1010 Vienna

The insider tip for vegetarian food in Vienna. Under the 
motto “an evening of food”, an always fresh, seasonal 

menu is served - the ingredients? Be surprised.
Instagram: jolavienna

KITCHA – SUSHI TACO & GRILL
Wollzeile 19, 1010 Vienna

Amazing sushi tacos and other fancy dishes. A place 
where food and drinks are shared with family and friends.

Instagram: kitcha.tg

MADAI 
Große Sperlgasse 6, 1020 Vienna 

Around the corner from Karmelitermarkt. 
Aperitivo-place with Italian menu, delicacies in small 

bowls, and plated dishes, aka ITALO APERO.
Instagram: madaiaperitivobeisl

MAKA RAMEN
Wimbergergasse 41, 1070 Vienna 

Amazing ramen, japanese tapas, great natural 
wine and modern art.

Instagram: maka.ramen

MIZNON 
Schulerstrasse 4, 1010 Vienna 

“Our go to” mediterranean street food spot 
in a tiny old Viennese building.

Instagram: miznonvienna

https://www.instagram.com/door8_steakhouse
https://www.instagram.com/ilmareristorante
https://www.instagram.com/jolavienna
https://www.instagram.com/kitcha.tg
https://www.instagram.com/madaiaperitivobeisl
https://www.instagram.com/maka.ramen
https://www.instagram.com/miznonvienna


MOCHI – SUSHI & GRILL
Praterstrasse 15, 1020 Vienna

Mochi combines traditional japanese 
cuisine with european and international influences.

Instagram: mochi_vienna

SKOPIK & LOHN 
Leopoldgasse 17, 1020 Vienna 

One of the most atmospheric places in town. 
Great bistro vibe, straightforward food 

and top-notch service.
Instagram: skopikundlohn

TOMA TU TIEMPO
Zieglergasse 44, 1070 Vienna 

Authentic tapas in a holiday like atmosphere. 
One of Vienna’s best Schanigarten.

Instagram: tomatutiempoviena

TIAN 
Himmelpfortgasse 23, 1010 Vienna

TIAN – in chinese it means “heaven”. Best adress 
for vegetarian and vegan food in Vienna.

Instagram: tian_restaurant_wien

VIA TOLEDO ENOPIZZERIA
Laudongasse 13, 1080 Vienna

A piece of Naples in Vienna as the founder of the restaurant 
won the Pizza World Championship in 2019. We love it.

viatoledo.at

C.O.P.
Biberstraße 8, 1010 Wien

C.O.P. lays its focus on quality produce and the people behind 
them, telling their story through low-intervention cooking. 

C.O.P. stands for instinctive, honest cooking – a new form of 
dining experience.

copvienna.at

https://www.instagram.com/mochi_vienna
https://www.instagram.com/skopikundlohn
https://www.instagram.com/tomatutiempoviena
https://www.instagram.com/tian_restaurant_wien
https://www.viatoledo.at/
https://copvienna.at/


HEURIGER
 

The real Viennese “Heurige” or wine taverns. In the legendary 
comfortable atmosphere, they primarily offer the Viennese and their 

guests entertainment, fine Viennese wines and the fitting culinary 
accompaniment. The real Viennese “Heurige”, in which only Viennese 
wines are served, are identified by a bunch of pine branches and by 

the word “Ausg’steckt” written on a board, which simultaneously 
shows when the tavern is open. 

MAYER AM PFARRPLATZ
Pfarrplatz 2, 1190 Vienna

Wine production since 1683 - the most traditional 
Viennese wine venue, where Ludwig van Beethoven 

lived and composed. Enjoy excellent wines and 
traditional food in a unique ambience.

Instagram: mayerampfarrplatz.pfarrwirt

WIENINGER AM NUSSBERG
Eichelhofweg 125, 1190 Vienna

Are you tired of the noisy city? From mid-April to mid-October, 
the outdoor location invites you to linger over one or two 

glasses of Viennese wine. Not only the wines are an 
absolute delight, but also the view over the city and 
the beautiful nature are an unforgettable experience.

Instagram: wieningeramnussberg

HEURIGER WOLFF
Rathstrasse 46-50, 1190 Vienna

Open in winter and summer. A secret tip of the Viennese 
“Heurigenkultur” with great wines and traditional food. 

wienerheuriger.at

→

https://www.instagram.com/mayerampfarrplatz.pfarrwirt
https://www.instagram.com/wieningeramnussberg
http://wienerheuriger.at/


AGENT OSCAR – AMERICAN BAR
Zollergasse 5, 1070 Vienna 

No wine, no beer – but perfect cocktails 
just around the corner.

Instagram: agentoscar.vienna

BRUDER 
Windmühlgasse 20, 1060 Vienna 

Bar and kitchen. Hubert and Lucas. Together, they are Bruder.
Instagram: bruder.xyz

DAS TORBERG
Strozzigasse 47, 1080 Vienna

The bar makes every gin lover’s heart beat a little louder. 
More than 600 gins and a selection of excellent tonics.

dastorberg.at

DIE PARFÜMERIE
Hermanngasse 7, 1070 Vienna

With the courage to be unusual, they skillfully 
move away from the mainstream. Exciting taste 

adventures are guaranteed!
Instagram: die_parfümerie

EDENBAR
Liliengasse 2, 1010 Vienna 

For some a beautiful home, for others the sweet exile,
 for some the best place to talk, for others a good place 

to silence. This is the blessing of the Eden.
Instagram: edenbarwien

DRINKS
BARS ARE THE KIND OF PLACES YOU GO TO 

SEE & BE SEEN. TO MEET OLD FACES AND FIND 
NEW ONES.  A KISS ON THE LEFT,  A KISS ON THE 

RIGHT,  A HUG, A MOMENT OF EYE CONTACT.

.

https://www.instagram.com/agentoscar.vienna
https://www.instagram.com/bruder.xyz
https://dastorberg.at/
https://www.instagram.com/die_parfuemerie
http://www.instagram.com/edenbarwien/


EISSALON_BAR
Gumpendorfer Strasse 47-49, 1060 Vienna 

Looking for fancy cocktails with that certain special twist? 
Then you are exactly right here, it is always a surprise.

Instagram: eissalon_bar

EVERYBODY’S DARLING 
Tuchlauben 22, 1010 Vienna 

A day bar in the heart of Vienna.
Instagram: everybodys_darling

HAMMOND BAR
Taborstrasse 33, 1020 Vienna

Award winning bar tenders serve their own creations as 
well as all time classics. Their motto is: “The ice dances, the 
shaker sings and we are the directors of a liquid play and a 

little piece of our soul floats along in every drink.”
Instagram: hammond_bar_vienna

JOSEF COCKTAILBAR
Sterngasse 1, 1010 Vienna 

Fancy cocktail bar that also has a high ball bar 
in style of Hollywood 60ies in house.

josef-bar.at

KLEINOD 
Singerstraße 7, Top 48-50, 1010 Vienna 

Extra-fancy and multi-award winning bar – 
classic cocktails and original creations.

Instagram: kleinodwien

BARFLY’S CLUB
Esterhazygasse 33, 1060 Vienna

Vienna’s legendary Cocktailbar is an urban, authentic and 
chic bar, classy ambience and inexhaustible selection of

whiskeys, rums and cocktails.
Instagram: barflysclub

LOOS BAR 
Kärntner Durchgang 10, 1010 Vienna 

Famous Art Deco bar designed by Adolf Loos, 
with traditional cocktails and outdoor seating.

Instagram: loosbar

https://www.instagram.com/eissalon_bar
https://www.instagram.com/everybodys_darling
https://www.instagram.com/hammond_bar_vienna
https://www.josef-bar.at/
https://www.instagram.com/kleinodwien/
https://www.instagram.com/barflysclub/
https://www.instagram.com/loosbar


MOBY DICK 
Neustiftgasse 26, 1070 Vienna 

Vienna’s most sustainable cocktail bar. The Moby Dick team 
places great focus on exceptional aroma, texture, and flavors.

Instagram: mobydickvienna

PUFF 
Girardigasse 10, 1060 Vienna 

What a spot! The Puff is a cocktail bar and takes its name 
(which is Austrian for brothel) from its red-light past

puff-bar.at

TÜR 7 
Buchfeldgasse 7, 1080 Vienna 

To get into Tür 7, you have to make a reservation beforehand. 
Once there, you ring a front doorbell. And wait...

tuer7.at

THE CHAPEL BAR
Haidmanngasse 8, 1150 Vienna

Vienna’s (un)holiest speakeasy bar…
Instagram: thechapelbarvienna

TREEHAUS
Corner Johannesgasse Schellinggasse, 1010 Vienna 

Cocktail playground. High-end cocktail bar with 
delicious bar food and club like atmosphere.

Instagram: treehausvienna

NIGHTFLYS AMERICAN BAR
Dorotheergasse 14, 1010 Vienna

Be prepared for the night flight of your life into
 a world of comfort and high spirits.

nightflys.at

CAFÉ SAVOY 
Linke Wienzeile 36, 1060 Vienna 

The LGBTQ-friendly coffee house with history and Viennese flair. 
Currently also a hotspot in Vienna, near Naschmarkt.

Instagram: cafesavoyvienna

→

https://www.instagram.com/mobydickvienna
https://puff-bar.at/
http://tuer7.at/
https://www.instagram.com/thechapelbarvienna
https://www.instagram.com/treehausvienna
https://www.nightflys.at/index.htm
https://www.instagram.com/cafesavoyvienna/


CAMERA CLUB
Neubaugasse 2, 1070 Vienna

Clubbing since 1971 – The iconic Camera Club has 
been one of Vienna’s best-known and most popular 

clubs since its beginnings in the early 70s.
camera-club.at

DAS WERK 
Spittelauer Lände 12/Stadtbahnbogen 331, 1090 Vienna 
Located  right next to Grelle Forelle. Their program is 

always diverse and high quality. Friday and Saturday for 
clubbing but they also host live concerts, shows and readings.

Instagram: daswerk_wien

DONAU TECHNO
Karl-Schweighofer-Gasse 10/A, 1070 Vienna

Club music and bar vibes – one of the oldest techno 
clubs in Vienna. You can also call it an institution.

Instagram: donautechno

FLEX 
Donaukanal – Augartenbrücke, 1010 Vienna 

Flex is among the most famous nightclubs in Europe. 
It’s a venue for local and international music groups 

alike, as well as popular DJs.
Instagram: flexvienna_official

GRELLE FORELLE 
Spittelauer Lände 12, 1090 Vienna 

Hotspot on the waterfront of Danube Canal, and 
the top choice in Vienna for high-quality electronic music. 

Instagram: grelle_forelle

CLUBS
R’N’B,  JAZZ,  LIVE,  OR TECHNO MUSIC,  SWAYING 

BODIES,  PULSATING LIGHTS,  AND THAT SENSATION OF 
BEING FULLY ALIVE:  VIENNA‘S CLUB SCENE IS A LOUD, 

COLORFUL,  AND MAGNIFICENT LABYRINTH. NOT TO 
WORRY THOUGH, WE’LL TAKE YOU BY THE HAND AND 

GET YOU TO THE HOTTEST VENUES IN TOWN.

.

https://camera-club.at/club/
https://www.instagram.com/daswerk_wien
https://www.instagram.com/donautechno
https://www.instagram.com/flexvienna_official
https://www.instagram.com/grelle_forelle


O - DER KLUB 
Passage Opernring / Operngasse, 1010 Vienna 

Club in the city, located right next to the Vienna State Opera. 
The musical approach ranges from electronic 
tunes to super disco music of the 90s/20s.

Instagram: o_der_klub

PONYHOF
Sechshauser Straße 4, 1150 Vienna 

Some say club, others say bar. A horse is a 
club and we are a pony. 

Instagram: ponyhof.vienna

PORGY & BESS, JAZZ & MUSIC CLUB 
Riemergasse 11, 1010 Vienna 

Porgy & Bess is a jazz and music venue with a 
diverse program – among the top ten in Europe.

Instagram: porgyandbessvienna

PRATERSAUNA 
Waldsteingartenstraße 135, 1020 Vienna 

A former sauna in Vienna’s Prater. Yes you read that 
correctly. Still hot today, it’s one of the trendiest clubs in 

the city. Techno and electro are its cornerstones.
Instagram: pratersauna.tv

PRATERSTRASSE 
Praterstraße 18, 1020 Vienna 

A smart cocktail bar with a dance floor. 
Ever-chaning food pop-ups.

Instagram: praterstrasse.wien

SASS 
Karlsplatz 1, 1010 Vienna 

Sass takes electronic music seriously. 
Here, they perfectly manage the balancing act between chic and 

underground – and keep you dancing until the morning light.
Instagram: sassmusicclub

VOLKSGARTEN 
Burgring 1 (Heldenplatz), 1010 Vienna 

This club in the 1st district is in fact located in the midst of
 a beautiful garden. The Volksgarten Clubdisco is the place

 to be in Vienna’s party culture. The music is based on 
house, disco, and party hits.

Instagram: volksgarten

https://www.instagram.com/o_der_klub
https://www.instagram.com/ponyhof.vienna
https://www.instagram.com/porgyandbessvienna
https://www.instagram.com/pratersauna.tv
https://www.instagram.com/praterstrasse.wien
https://www.instagram.com/sassmusicclub
https://www.instagram.com/volksgarten


CULTURE
CULTURAL METROPOLIS,  CITY OF ART,  VIENNA. 

SO MUCH TO SEE AND SO MANY WONDERS TO BEHOLD.  
SOME OF THE CITY’S MOST IMPORTANT CULTURAL 

INSTITUTIONS HAVE PUT TOGETHER EXCLUSIVE 
EXPERIENCES FOR MOTTO GUESTS THAT GUARANTEE 

ONE-OF-A-KIND EXPERIENCES.

ALBERTINA
Albertinaplatz 1, 1010 Vienna 

Can’t decide between a palace and a museum? Luckily, the 
ALBERTINA checks both boxes. As one of Austria’s leading art 
museums and a former Habsburg residence, these rooms host 

permanent and temporary exhibitions. Monet, Picasso, Klimt, or 
Lichtenstein - the great names are all at the ALBERTINA. 

albertina.at

 ALBERTINA MODERN 
Karlsplatz 5, 1010 Vienna 

The ALBERTINA’s more modern sister is definitely worth a visit 
too. Here is the only museum in Austria that presents the past 80 

years of Austrian art history as a permanent exhibit, as well as 
offering glimpses into international contemporary art.

albertina.at

BELVEDERE MUSEUM 
Prinz-Eugen-Straße 27, 1030 Vienna 

Come for a kiss. And stay for the breath-taking variety of 
artwork arranged in this regal castle. After taking in all that 

Klimt, Schiele, and Kokoschka have to offer, take a stroll 
through the beautiful gardens and don’t 

forget to check out the other branches of the museum: 
the Lower Belvedere and Belvedere 21. 

belvedere.at

.

https://www.albertina.at/en/home
https://www.albertina.at/en
https://www.albertina.at/en/albertina-modern/
https://www.albertina.at/en/albertina-modern/
https://www.belvedere.at/en
https://www.belvedere.at/en


HEIDI HORTEN COLLECTION
Hanuschgasse 3, 1010 Vienna 

One of the most recent new openings. The Heidi Horten 
Collection is a world class art collection of modern 

and contemporary art.
hortencollection.com

KUNST HAUS WIEN – MUSEUM HUNDERTWASSER
Untere Weißgerberstrasse 13, 1030 Vienna

It is the only building in Vienna designed by Friedensreich 
Hundertwasser that is open to visitors 365 days a year. 

The museum and exhibition house, founded by Hundertwasser 
and named KUNST HAUS WIEN, is one of the city’s most 

important sights. With top-class international exhibitions of con-
temporary art with a focus on the medium of photography, it has 
established itself as a fixed point within Vienna’s cultural scene.

kunsthauswien.com

KUNSTHISTORISCHES MUSEUM 
Maria-Theresien-Platz 1, 1010 Vienna 

Vienna’s museum of art history is one of the largest 
and most important of its kind worldwide. The rich collections 
span the period from Ancient Egypt to the late 18th century.

 khm.com

KUNSTFORUM
Freyung 8, 1010 Vienna 

Located in one of Viennas most impressive buildings, the Bank 
Austria Kunstforum exhibits mainly national and international 

art of classical modernism and the post-war avantgarde. 
kunstforumwien.at

LEOPOLD MUSEUM 
Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna 

Here is the home of the world’s largest Schiele 
collection, important major works by Gustav Klimt, 

and the exhibition Vienna 1900.
leopoldmuseum.org

MAK 
Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna 

More in the mood for some exciting, up-to-date artworks? 
Go pay a visit to the MAK. Here, you will find a space of 

experimentation for design, architecture, and contemporary art 
that’s not just cool to look at but aims to raise relevant 

socio-political issues.
mak.at

https://hortencollection.com/en
https://hortencollection.com/en
https://www.kunsthauswien.com/en/
https://www.kunsthauswien.com/en/
https://www.khm.at/en/
https://www.khm.at/
https://www.kunstforumwien.at/
https://www.kunstforumwien.at/
https://www.leopoldmuseum.org/en
https://www.leopoldmuseum.org/en
https://www.mak.at/en
https://www.mak.at/en


SIGMUND FREUD MUSEUM
Berggasse 19 , 1090 Vienna 

Dive into the life and work of the founder of psychoanalysis and enter 
the place where Sigmund Freud changed the world of psychology.

freud-museum.at

SPANISH RIDING SCHOOL
Michaelerplatz 1, 1010 Vienna 

Are you a fan of horses? Or dance? Here, you can see both together, 
when the gorgeous Lippizan stallions and their jockeys show off the 

high school of classical horsemanship in perfect harmony, 
accompanied by classical Viennese music.

srs.at

VIENNA STATE OPERA
Staatsoper, Opernring 2, 1010 Vienna 

Quality entertainment in a truly imperial atmosphere. The opera 
house is a visual treat from within and without, and gives a stage 

to international classics of theater, music, and dance. 
wiener-staatsoper.at

WESTLICHT
Westbahnstrasse 40, 1070 Vienna 

The home of photography. Frequently changing exhibitions in a 
unique art space. They also have a camera museum inhouse where you can 

see about 360 pieces of photo equipment of various time periods.
westlicht.com

WELTMUSEUM
Heldenplatz, 1010 Vienna 

It’s about people. The Weltmuseum Wien is an ethnographic museum and 
houses some of the world’s most important non-European collections. 

weltmuseumwien.at

WIEN MUSEUM
Karlsplatz 8, 1050 Vienna

Exciting and insightful insights into the
history of the city. Free admission. 

wienmuseum.at

https://www.freud-museum.at/en/
https://www.freud-museum.at/en/
https://www.srs.at/en/
https://www.srs.at/en/
https://www.wiener-staatsoper.at/en/
https://www.wiener-staatsoper.at/en/
https://www.westlicht.com/westlicht/en/home
https://www.westlicht.com/westlicht/en/home
https://www.weltmuseumwien.at/en/
https://www.weltmuseumwien.at/en/
https://www.wienmuseum.at/


WELLBEING  
RELAX SESSION, PAMPERING PACKAGE,

 SUN WARRIOR, OR FITNESS JUNKIE: 
YOU DEFINITELY WON’T GROW BORED IN 

AND AROUND HOTEL MOTTO.

BOXING 
Neubaugasse 31/9, 1070 Vienna 

Pro or rookie – to channel your inner Million Dollar Baby, a visit 
to Wiener Boxschmiede is worthwhile – or would you prefer a 

private workout session?
boxschmiede.wien

CROSS-FIT
Schottenfeldgasse 62, 1070 Vienna 

A fitness empowerment workout at the nearby 
Loft Studio or a private session.

loft.crossfitvienna.at

IKS – NEXT GENERATION
Mariahilfer Strasse 61, 1060 Vienna

A quick hairstyle for an event? A completely new look? 
Or just a little me-time? The stylists at IKS - Next Generation 

know their craft and provide great service.
Instagram: iks.nextgen

INTERCOIFFEUR KATHARINA STRASSL
Love hair. The salon with a passion for hair styling, 

trends in shapes, colors and styles.
katharina-strassl.com

HAIRDRESSER SCHERENHORST 
The beauty hotspot with quality products for 

beautiful hair and a beautiful look!
www.schernhorst.at

.

https://boxschmiede.wien/
https://boxschmiede.wien/
https://loft.crossfitvienna.at/
https://loft.crossfitvienna.at/
https://www.instagram.com/iks.nextgen/
https://www.instagram.com/iks.nextgen/
https://katharina-strassl.com/
https://www.schernhorst.at/


NUAD SPA
Esterhazygasse 21, 1060 Vienna 

Relax with a great and authentic Thai Massage.
nuad-spa.at

SAINT CHARLES 
Gumpendorfer Str. 22, 1060 Vienna 

Magical hands that soften up those tired muscles: 
our partner Saint Charles Pharmacy offers an extensive 

Nuad Thai massage located nearby.
Instagram: saint.charles 

SUPERCYCLE 
Lerchenfelderstraße 63, 1070 Vienna 

Addictive full-body workout: Supercycle isn’t just about 
spinning, it’s a dance on the bike, with neon lights, booming 

beats – and some serious fun.
supercycle.at

YOGA RE:TREAT
Nelkengasse 6, 1060 Vienna 

Relaxation, meditation and yoga. 
retreat-vienna.com

UKIYO Nails & Fitness.
A hedonistic space for beauty. Health. Fitness. 

Pilates classes nearby. 
Instagram: ukiyo_vienna

SCHÖNBRUNN SWIMMING POOL
On a hot summer day, we recommend cooling off here

after your tour of the Palace. Just show your room key at
the entrance to enjoy a special rate for our guests.

schoenbrunnerbad.at

MASSAGE
If you feel so cosy with us that you don’t even want to leave the  

building, we can also organise an inhouse massage therapist.

→

https://www.nuad-spa.at/
https://www.nuad-spa.at/
https://www.instagram.com/saint.charles
https://www.supercycle.at/
https://www.supercycle.at/
https://retreat-vienna.com/
https://retreat-vienna.com/
http://www.instagram.com/ukiyo_vienna/
http://schoenbrunnerbad.at


RUNNING ROUTES

IN SCHÖNBRUNN PALACE PARK (5 KM)
Run where others go on vacation. The Schönbrunn Palace Park 
is not only an attraction for tourists, but also for athletes with 
a penchant for self-expression in front of a special backdrop.  
With the winding avenues, however, you have to be careful 
to keep an eye on your route. A sprint up the Gloriette also

provides the desired 180 pulse.

AROUND THE VIENNA RING (6 KM)
The classic in Vienna: On the Vienna Ring it is not only possible 
to stroll, but also to jog or run. At peak times, however, the Ring 
is packed with tourists, runners and cyclists, but there’s nothing 
wrong with a morning or evening loop of the Ring. In addition, 

there is a super city panorama at any time of day.

PRATER HAUPTALLEE (9 KM)
The Prater Hauptallee in Vienna Leopoldstadt runs 4.5 

kilometers straight as a die - the course is ideal for runners who 
meticulously look at their pulse watches after every kilometer 

and take their split time. The avenue has existed in two parts since 
1538, and since 1867 the road from the Praterstern to the  
Lusthaus at the end of the avenue has been continuously 

passable or walkable.

→

Get your
SWEAT ON



DRIVER SERVICE
No matter if you just wish for a smooth pick up or drop off 

or a day trip with a driver guide, we got you covered.

FIAKER PAUL
Discover Vienna in the traditional way by Fiaker - a horse-drawn 
carriage. With Fiaker Paul the main actors, the horses, come first 

and are treated very well and with a lot of love. In addition, 
it is the only company that has the license to drive in the 

Schönnbrunn Palace Park.
fiaker-paul.at

IG FAHRRAD BIKE RENTAL
Westbahnstrasse 28, 1070 Vienna

Feeling sporty? One of the best ways to explore Vienna is 
definitely by bicycle. Special rates for our guest.

ig-fahrrad.at

PRIVATE DANCE LESSONS
Did you always dream about improving your dancing 

skills or learning the Viennese Waltz?

PRIVATE TOURGUIDE
Explore beautiful Vienna with a private guide.

The tour will be designed individually just for you.

INDIVIDUAL 
DISCOVERIES

DON’T FEEL LIKE TOURING IN A LARGE GROUP?  
RATHER BE ON THE ROAD INDIVIDUALLY? NEED TICKETS 
FOR CONCERTS AND EVENTS? OUR FRONT OFFICE TEAM 

HAS AN ANSWER FOR EVERYTHING. TALK TO US AND 
SHARE YOUR IDEAS.

.

https://www.fiaker-paul.at/en/
https://www.fiaker-paul.at/
https://www.ig-fahrrad.at/
https://www.ig-fahrrad.at/


MARKETS
VIENNA IS WELL KNOWN FOR ITS NUMEROUS 

MARKETS.  LOCAL VENDORS FROM VIENNA AND NEIGH-
BOURING REGIONS OFFER GOODS OF VARIOUS KINDS 

FROM FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES,  MEAT AND 
FISH TO WINES AND HANDCRAFTS.  HERE IS A 

SELECTION OF OUR MOST FAVORITE MARKETS.

BRUNNENMARKT & YPPENPLATZ
Brunnengasse, 1160 Vienna

It is the second longest street market in Vienna and extends in 
the 16th district of Vienna, Ottakring, in the Brunnengasse from 

Thaliastraße to Ottakringer Straße. On weekdays Monday to 
Friday, there are around 40 to 50 stands at the market, while on 

Saturdays there can be up to 120. 

NASCHMARKT
1060 Vienna

Vienna’s best-known market has around 120 market stands 
and restaurants for a colorful culinary offering ranging from 

Viennese to Indian, from Vietnamese to Italian. The Naschmarkt 
has developed into a meeting point for young and old. The flea-

market on Saturday is already a cult event. Sundays closed.

KARMELITERMARKT
1020 Vienna

The Karmelitermarkt, one of the oldest markets still in existence 
in Vienna, includes 80 market stalls. With 7,500 visitors per 
week, it is one of the insider tips among Vienna’s markets. 

On Fridays and Saturdays, the Karmelitermarkt hosts a farmers’ 
market. 39 squares fill up with colorful market hustle and bustle.

ROCHUSMARKT
Landstrasser Hauptstrasse 3, 1030 Vienna

The relatively small Rochusmarkt now hosts 40 market stalls 
and is one of the most visited markets in Vienna. Customers are 

offered a small culinary oasis. Next to the market, a shopping 
area invites you to take a stroll. The Rochusmarkt used to be 

a pure flower market.

.



BECOME

LOV E R
A

Book directly with us, sign up for Motto Private
Offers and as a thank you you will receive 10% 

off our daily rate always & forever.

PS: Don’t forget to sign up for our newsletter
for more LOVE news.

ivie - YOUR PERSONAL VIENNA GUIDE
The digital city guide “ivie” (free of charge for iOS and 

Android) of the Vienna Tourist Board is perfect for 
getting to know all aspects of the city.

INSIDER TIPP

Apple/iOS Android

https://www.hotelmotto.at/en/newsletter
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ivie-wien-guide/id1486840263?ls=1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=at.vienna.ivie


FOREVER 
your favorite

Hotel MOTTO | Mariahilfer Straße 71a | 1060 Vienna | AT
+43 1 581 45 00 | hello@hotelmotto.at | hotelmotto.at

We’re happy to help you with your reservations for 
yoga session, boxing class, restaurant reservations or 

for special surprises for your lover.


